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About DRINKtech
Drinktech – a new publication for and about
drink manufacturers of all genres in New Zealand
- is about to be introduced to food and beverage
manufacturers and processors throughout the
length and breadth of the country…and we’d
love to involve your company in this exciting
opportunity to strut your stuff.
Drinktech, which will be published as part of
established sister publication New Zealand Food
Technology magazine, will encompass all sectors
within the drinks industry – water, milk products,
wine and spirits, juices, beer, soft drinks, tea,
coffee and liquid food, including protein drinks
and pharmaceutical products.
We’ll be offering spots in monthly Drinktech
and along the way, we’ll be giving you the
chance to have your say on hot issues affecting
the industry. We’ll be sourcing opinions from
leading voices, writing case studies and profiles

on companies of all sizes, and celebrating the
success of one of New Zealand’s most prosperous
and opportunity-filled food sectors. You will also
get the chance to win special subscriber prizes
as well.
And, come December, you and/or your company
can be profiled in our special 2018 New Zealand
Food Technology Annual Directory, a hi-spec
publication used throughout the year by scores
of subscribers.
Oh, and did we mention that New Zealand Food
Technology is also published as an e-Mag with
imbedded video to offer your company even
more opportunity to showcase your processes
and products?!
We’re looking forward to working with you.
For more information, contact Margie Lindsay
0275 718 555 | E: margie@hayleymedia.com

Leading New Zealand manufactures and processors will
read each issue of DRINKtech
¤ Ingredients
¤ Process technology
¤ Filling and packaging
(machinery and products)
¤ Process automation
¤ Packaging (containers and
machinery)
¤ Designers and labelling
¤ Beverage process security
¤ Water
¤ Milk products

¤ Wine & spirits
¤ Juices
¤ Beer – brewery sector
¤ Soft drinks
¤ Tea and coffee
¤ Liquid food
¤ Processing and production of
beverages, milk, water and
liquid foods
¤ Filling and packaging
technology

¤ Cleaning & filling machinery
¤ Design, labelling, finishing
and identification equipment
¤ Palletising and materials
handling equipment
¤ Plastic, metal and glass
container production and
handling equipment
¤ Beverage dispensing and
vending equipment.
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ADVERTISING COMBOS

FULL PAGE COMBO

PAY

Pay for a full page
and get one free

FREE
PA C K A G I N G

AUSPACK 2017

You can book a full page advertisement and
we will provide you with a full page story or
company profile. You can use your own PR
company or department or we can provide
you with a writer. The option is also open to
use both pages for editorial and just include a
logo and address – the choice is yours.

IT’S ON!
It’s expected to reach a global value of $80 billion in the next three years, making it one of the
most lucrative markets in the world. It’s called pharmaceutical packaging, and next month
thousands of packaging purveyors descending on Sydney for the AUSPAK 2017 event will get
a comprehensive overview of this genre.

F

rom March 7 to 10, more than 350 exhibitors
and 1200 brands representing the processing,
packaging, materials, components and materials handling sectors will converge on the Sydney
Olympic Park for Australasia’s largest processing and
packaging trade exhibition. And with pharmaceutical
packaging a hot trend at the moment, AUSPAK2017
has come up with some trends to keep an eye on.

• Plastic bottles are on the up, due to the decline of glass pharmaceutical bottles, and are
tipped to be the most popular pharmaceutical container globally, with plastic bottles
estimated to hit $20.6 billion by 2020.

optimal usage, this MWI inspects the weight of
two-piece capsules, soft gel capsules and tablets
of various shapes and sizes in the same machine.
Fewer change parts are needed, which reduces
changeover time and costs.
CEIA (Heat and Control, Stand 72) continues to
innovate and lead in inspection through metal detection, as can be demonstrated by the evolution to
their latest metal detector system, the THS/PH21N,
which features extremely high detection sensitivity
and precision for detecting all types of metals,
whether ferrous, non-ferrous or stainless steel.

• Blister packaging will continue to grow,
becoming the second best-selling pharmaceutical packaging thanks to the growing
popularity of unit dose formats and built-in
track-and-trace technology.
• Pouches are particularly popular in the food
industry, but pharmaceutical pouches are
on their way out, due to the limited use.
• Prefillable syringes could become the fastest growing aseptic packaging type, with
growth of 11% per year.
• The market for over-the-counter pharmaceuticals is highly competitive, so manufacturers need packaging that provides maximum
shelf impact and includes eco-friendly options to cater for environment-conscious
consumers.

$3950

• With regulations requirements set to get
more stringent, pharmaceutical manufacturers are stepping up their serialisation
strategies. And for processors wanting to
export to overseas markets, it’s never been
more important to implement serialisation.
AUSPACK 2017 is free to register. Visit www.auspack.com.au for more information.

www.foodtechnology.co.nz

FT245

SUPPORTING EDITORIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Just text, no pic = Max 1000 words
Recommended = Approx 700 words and pics

Companies exhibiting at AUSPACK are developing
products and technologies that provide the industry
with the opportunity to leverage the state of the
market and meet the growing needs of consumers:
For example, the new Leuze (Stand 116) electronic
DCR 80 and DCR 85 camera-based code readers are
specially designed to read the smallest high density
codes regularly used in the pharmaceutical industry.
Qualicaps (Stand 788), a leader in gelatin and HPMC
capsules, have developed the Multi-Dosage Weight
Inspection Machine (MWI) to ensure the accurate
measurement of a product’s mass. Designed for
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Dairy Special

HALF PAGE COMBO

For Eurotec, New Zealand distributors

A contract to construct a nutritional powders plant in McNab near Gore for
Mataura Valley Milk Ltd has been won by GEA, with the value of the project
in the mid double-digit million Euros.
The plant, which will process fresh milk and ingredients into added value nutritional powders as
well as standard skimmilk and wholemilk powders,
will be ready for the 2018 season and will produce
around 140 tonnes of nutritional powder per day.
Included in the GEA scope is a milk reception and
standardisation plant, powdered and liquid ingredients
handling, batch formulation, evaporation and drying,
powder handling and filling into 25kg bags. It will
also feature a high degree of process automation
and product traceability. Energy efficiency and environmental impact have also been a key focus in the
plant design. Mataura Valley Milk, majority-owned
by Chinese Animal Husbandry Group (CAHG), will
send around half of the premium nutritional powder
produced by the new plant to China, where the
company expects steady growth in demand for
this product. “This contract serves as further proof

The same applies to this half page option
with a combination of editorial and
advertising to suit your budget.

of our technological leadership and strong market
position in the field of dairy processing,” GEA Group
Aktiengesellschaft chief executive Jürg Oleas
says. “It also demonstrates the continuing
investment appetite of our customers as they
attempt to satisfy the growing consumer
demand on the Chinese market for milkbased infant formula and other high-quality
milk products – and that in an environment
impacted by regulatory changes. Although
the challenging economic conditions mean
that GEA’s order intake in the fourth quarter of
2016 will not repeat the record level achieved
in the same quarter of the previous year, we are
confident that customers throughout the world
will continue to invest in our process technologies
and place major orders for all product areas and
applications.” www.gea.com
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ensure all these needs are met to the

Food Safety Law has produced a rush

utmost efficiency, allowing accurate

of new business from the hospitality
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and food industries. Testo’s range of
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The Testo Saveris 2 WiFi data loggers

Wifi Data
Logging System
Temperature and Humidity monitoring
to the Cloud anywhere,anytime.
Ensure your temperatures are reliably
recorded with seamless and efficient monitoring
and documentation with Saveris 2

FREE

One of the company’s biggest

reliably record temperature and humid-

breakthroughs is Testo’s Saveris 2,

ity at defined intervals, and transmit

which ensures the quality of food with
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receive email and txt alerts to devices
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immediately.

PAY

We measure it.

Cloud
Storage

MULTIPURPOSE TOOL
FEATURES MULTIPLE ABILITIES

Specialists
in dairy
processing

$2690

Receive Email and TXT
alerts immediately to
your device

Our years of experience and
comprehensive know-how is leading
the way in processing one of the world’s
most important and versatile foods.

Quality, as always, is best.
Some operators opt for cheap ther-

says. “Under the new Food Act,

mometers made in China, Aldridge

businesses can be audited by local

says, but Testo’s German-made

authorities and any equipment used

We design, engineer and supply complete plants, processing lines and

range is endorsed by HACCP (Hazard

must have a calibration certificate.

equipment for treating raw milk and also for manufacturing, filling and

Analysis Critical Control Points) Inter-

“If the equipment you’re using is

packaging milk and milk-based products - from butter, ice cream, yogurt

national. HACCP operates a world-re-

not certified, you can be caught out

and cheese, to infant formula, milk powder and whey and its derivatives.

nowned product certification scheme

during the audit. With tighter regu-
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and has put safe procedures in place

lations on inward control points for

for businesses to follow.

goods, it’s vital that temperatures are

Testo offers a wide range of HAC-

checked and logged accurately with

CP instruments for measuring food

certified instruments.”

See us at stand 3000 at

Now you can shop for your HACCP
instruments online at

www.testo.nz

safety. “With the cheaper replicas
you have no way of knowing if

www.foodtechnology.co.nz

Visit Eurotec at FoodTech Packtech

they’ll measure up to New Zealand

2016 at stand 3000…they will be

standards, but our equipment is all

happy to discuss your food safety

certified and fully traceable,” Aldridge

requirements.
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SUPPORTING EDITORIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Just text, no pic = Max 500 words
Text and pic = Max 400 words
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Stand 3006

CHANGE PARTS FOR
Rinsers | Fillers | Cappers | Labellers
Feed scrolls | Machines big or small

WE DIGITISE IN 3D

• Modular leak testing concept
• Designed to identify
individual leaking.
• Packages before they are
placed in shipping crates.

For more information call
(03) 595 2368 www.ffi.nz

Leaking packages are a key concern for any company involved in
Modified Atmosphere Packaging.
For years, a key request from customers has been the ability to test
the seal integrity of individual packages right after leaving the packaging machine. Denmark-based Dansensor has come up with a clever
efficient solution… a modular leak
testing concept designed to identify individual leaking packages
before they are placed in shipping
crates.
The LeakProtego is a modular
system where each module is designed to test up to 12 packages
per minute and several modules
can be combined to achieve the
speeds required to follow the packaging machine. It is possibly the

To accuracies previously thought impossible.
Our parts help customers run faster & smoother.
Simply, we fix what others can’t see…

only leak system in the world with
the capability to test micro leaks
down to 50 µm at a speed that
matches the majority of packaging
machines producing modified atmosphere packages.
The system uses a patent pending
sensing system to detect traces of
CO2 escaping through leaks in the
package and thus identifying micro
leaks. It can protect you from brand
damage associated with faulty
packaging; eliminate the expense
and line speed reduction of human
inspection; help ensure maximum
continuous productivity, on-time
delivery and satisfied customers;
and reduces risk of fines, recalls
and downtime due to a fast and
reliable way to find and eliminate
leaks.

Performance Engineering Products

FT125

FREE

A quarter page advertisement will give you
a free quarter page of editorial. It is ideally
suited to product launches or product
profiles.

TAKING ‘CHANGE
PARTS’ TO A
NEW DIMENSION

LEAK PROTEGO ENSURES
PRODUCT FRESHNESS AND
EXTENDED SHELF LIFE

PAY

FT092

Pay for a quarter page
and get a quarter free

AUCKLAND | MT MAUNGANUI | CHRISTCHURCH

Freephone 0800 102 112

www.changeparts.co.nz

SEE US AT STAND 3080

sizes that will detail how the equipment fits into
the space set aside, and how it complements other
equipment that’s part of the process.
The company can provide a range of conveyors
from gravity rollers, chain-driven roller conveyors, belt conveyors, custom steel belt conveyors,
band-driven conveyors and pallet roller conveyors.
If you’re considering a new conveyor or a new way
of improving productivity, contact EQM.

When convincing new customers of the Spinny
stretch wrapping machine’s benefits, Universal Packaging technical sales consultant Matt
Goddin says, “there’s no arm-twisting required
– which is exactly how we like it.”
While many New Zealand businesses still wrap
pallets by hand, change is in the air, according to
the Palmerston North-based company. Goddin
believes this is due to a combination of factors.
“Product damage is a big deal. On average, for

every $1000 of product shipped, $1 is lost because of ineffective wrapping.
“It may not seem much, but if you’re shipping
$50,000 of product per day, that could be an
$18,250 loss annually. Then there are the immeasurable costs of a damaged reputation too.”
Reduced labour costs are another big incentive
and so too are material cost savings. “A (film)
delivery system with powered pre-stretch can
cut film costs by at least 50%,” Goddin says.

FREE

Not when there’s a cost-effective, easy-to-use alternative.
Our Spinny machines provide the answer to all your hand
wrapping issues. With speed, precision and ongoing reliability they
wrap up, wrap fast and wrap right. To find out more get in touch
today at info@universalpackaging.co.nz.
Stand

3110

FT123

Produce

JULY 2016

es in bottling speeds, leading to
greatly reduced production times,
bottle breakages and spillage. Once
the filling machine has been digitised the change parts required are
designed using SolidWorks CAD/
CAM and manufactured using CNC
machine tools. Quality engineering
plastics materials are used for their
lightweight, wear resistant, food
grade properties.
For more information contact
Supply Services on 0800 102 112,
changeparts@supplyservices.co.nz,
or visit: www.changeparts.co.nz

“If you’re wrapping hundreds of loads a day the
savings to your business will be dramatic.”
Despite the popularity Goddin still advises those
considering the move to “ask the tough questions, because getting the right machine for the
workload is crucial. They can be a sizeable investment,” he says. “But, when scoped right,
a good stretch wrapping machine will pay for
itself in a relatively short time.”

Freephone 0800 147 847 | Email sales@eqm.
co.nz | Web www.eqm.co.nz

Need a hand with
your pallet wrapping?
No, you don’t.

38

By utilising Faro’s portable coordinate measuring machine (CMM)
and laser scanning technology, Supply Services is revolutionising service expectations for filling machine
and change part users. Traditional
template making using a tape measure and vernier is now obsolete.
The term ‘change parts’ is derived
from the fact that each time a different size bottle or can is set up in
the filling machine for production, a
matching set of parts is required to
guide them. Typical processes in
these filling machines are rinsing,
filling, capping and labelling, and
this can all take place at blistering
speeds of 900 bottles per minute
or more.
By digitising the filling machine,
Supply Services can measure what
the eye cannot see, thereby enabling customised ‘change parts’
precisely tailored to the machine.
This can result in significant increas-

SPIN DOCTORS

GETTING THE RIGHT CONVEYOR SYSTEM
Gravity, chain driven, belt or band conveyors are
some of the many types that can be used to move
product from A to B. But which one is the most
suitable for your requirements? The best advice
EQM can give you is that before you start planning a new or replacement conveyor system, you
should talk to the experts.
EQM can evaluate what product is being moved,
the environment it is operating in, space allocated,
duration of operation and involvement of manual labour, as well as offering some initial recommendations and providing 3D drawings based on standard

$1800
SUPPORTING EDITORIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Just text, no pic = Max 230 words
Text and pic = Max 150 words
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EFFICIENCY IN COMPLIANCE

GEA WINS NUTRITIONAL
POWDERS PLANT PROJECT

Pay for a half page
and get a half free
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Snack

Meat

Beverage

Dairy
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PAY
P: 0800 700 000 | universalpackaging.co.nz
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ADVERTISING RATES

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

340mm with bleed

330mm trim

330mm trim

Include 5mm bleed.

Include 5mm bleed.

102mm

210mm

140mm

$690
$470
$370
$425
$275

7+
$3100
$1800
$1250
$990
$490

Double Page Spread
480mm W x 330mm H

Half page vertical

Half page horizontal

102mm
210mm

67mm

ONLINE ADVERTISING (monthly rates)
Billboard (1078w x 185h)
Leaderboard (top) (728w x 90h)
Leaderboard (bottom) (728w x 90h)
Island (every page) (300w x 250h)
Mini island (300w x 250h)
All prices exclude GST.

4–6
$3330
$2000
$1400
$1000
$550

Full Page
240mm W x 330mm H

Quarter page
vertical

Quarter page
horizontal

210mm
210mm

50mm

1–3
$3550
$2350
$1500
$1150
$590
$5990
$3950
$2300
$110

240mm trim

286mm

STANDARD (per issue/s) *units are in mm
Full page (240 W x 330 H) + 5mm bleed
Half page (Hori -210Wx140H) (vert - 102Wx286H)
Quarter page (Hori -210Wx67H) (vert - 102Wx140H)
Fifth page (210Wx50H)
Business card (102mm W x 67mm H)
Inside Front Cover + page 1
Outside Back Cover (240 W x 330 H) + 5mm bleed
Inserts (weight and size limitations apply)
Production cost advertisement makeup

WORDS / IMAGES
700 + images
400 + images
150 + images

490mm with bleed

480mm wide Trim

140mm

SUPPORTING EDITORIAL COMBO GUIDE
AD SIZE
JUST WORDS
Full page
1000 (approx)
Half page
500 (approx)
Quarter page
230 (approx)

$3950
$2690
$1800
$650
$110

340mm with bleed

COMBO
Advertising plus the same space in editorial prepared by our Journalists
Full page Ad + full page editorial content			
Half Page Ad + half page editorial content			
Quarter page Ad + Quarter page content			
Stocktake page 1/3 page (approx.150 words + image + logo) 		
Production cost advertisement make up			

250mm with bleed

For more information on advertising in DRINKtech contact
Margie Lindsay 0275 718 555 or
email: Margie@hayleymedia.com

i n f o r m a t i o n

&

c o m m u n i c a t i o n

Stocktake

Fifth page (5H)

